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1) Make sure there is water in the solution tank.  Verify which tank the 
water and solution is in.   

2) Clean the insert at the bottom of the Clean water/solution tank. 
3) Make sure solution tank is securely seated into place. The SpotClean  

Clean water/solution tank should be put back into the machine by lining 
up the tank bottom with the indentations on the machine (See picture 
below). Press down firmly on the tank to make sure it is secure in 
position and there are no gaps between the tank and base of the 
machine. 

                              
4)  With tool removed, check to see if wand sprays by depressing the 

trigger. 

                           

No Spray 

SpotClean 
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a) If the wand DOES NOT spray, clean the spray nozzle using an 
unfolded paperclip.  (See picture below) 

                                  
a. Make sure the Clean Water/Solution tank has solution/water 

in it. 
b. Check to see if water comes through the insert on the 

bottom of the Clean water/solution tank by pushing up on 
the small round valve. 

i. If NO water comes through the valve, the tank may 
need to be replaced. **(The valve is not a replaceable 
part, an entire tank would need to be ordered) 

ii. If YES water comes through the valve, the machine 
may have lost its prime.  Gently lift the Clean 
Water/Solution tank while depressing the spray trigger 
OR gently squeeze the clean tank while depressing the 
spray trigger 

b) If the wand DOES spray without the tool attached, 
spray tip with a brush, and also by using a paperclip to clean out any 
clog in the spray tip.  Also, check the tool for any cracks.  Replace if 
necessary.                                               

i.  
1. Suction up several tanks full of warm clean 

water into the collection tank. This will clear 
clogs from the solution line inside the flex hose. 
Once this has been done, try to spray again. 

2. If still no spray, please take the machine to a 
BISSELL Authorized Service Center to have a 
Quality Technician inspect the unit. 

 


